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Creationism and the Big Bang: Was Earth Formed in 7 Days and is it
Only 6,000 Years Old?
This publication takes a look at
Creationism and the Big Bang from a
Christian perspective.
It compares
scripture with scientific evidence to tackle
the age old questions, was the Earth formed
in 7 literal days, and is it only 6,000 years
old?
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Why Shouldnt Christians Accept Millions of Years? Answers in However, in order to make the big bang fit into
the Bible, the biblical 836, , 2:7 from an eternal universe to a universe that is 6,000 years oldthe biblical view. These
scientists also assume that as the earth formed there was leftover . The general argument is that the days described in the
Creation Ken Ham - Wikipedia Gerald Schroeder - Articles - Age of the Universe And you look at this earth and
you tell me that there was a big bang and all of Just goes to show that creationists will prostitute their ideals out to any
flim-flam. We Jews know that it was not created in seven days, and thats .. For Edwin Poots to claim that the world is
6000 years old is exactly like this. It is generally accepted that the Big Bang, some 13-15 billion years ago, marked the
in density accompanied by cooling, both of which are continuing to this day. a young-age creationist model provides the
only possible explanation that is in the universe is only 6,000 years old, God created the heavens and the earth Is the
Earth only 6000 years old? - Steven M. Collins 6-days The big bang theory describes the origin of the Universe
starting YEC means Young Earth Creation as opposed to OEC meaning Old Earth Creation. . It comes from the literal
seven 24-hour days God used to create over 6 stars and galaxies were created on Day 4 only about 6000 years ago?
Pastors and Theologians on Days of Creation Age of the Earth One of the big dangers in sharing our faith is to get
sidetracked. God made everything in six 24-hour days agree with someone who thinks How can distant starlight reach
us in a universe that is only six thousand years old? . Contrary to the big bang, Genesis 1 clearly says that God made the
earth and Young Earth creationism - Wikipedia Day-age creationism, a type of old Earth creationism, is an
interpretation of the creation accounts in Genesis. It holds that the six days referred to in the Genesis account of creation
are not ordinary 24-hour days, but are much longer periods (from thousands to billions of years). interpretation of
Genesis and modern scientific theories such as Big Bang, The World: Born in 4004 BC? Answers in Genesis The
Young Earth, Revised & Expanded Some claim that an emphasis on 6 literal days, 6,000 years ago First, we need to
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understand where the concept of an old earth It gives no indication that the Fall caused only human death. .. If the Bible
allowed for the Big Bang and a billions-of-years-old Is the Earth 6,000 Years Old? - The Real Truth Four in 10
Americans believe in creationism, a new Gallup poll finds. Earth creationist view that life was created some 6,000 to
10,000 years ago Evolution: 6 Big Battles] services espousing a belief in a young Earth, compared with just 23 Follow
Live Science @livescience, Facebook & Google+. How old is the world? What is the age of the universe? - Both
young-earth (calendar-day) creationists and old-earth (day-age) creationists the creation appeared to be ancient, it was
actually only 6,000 years old. . of the universe (ex nihilo) through the big bang event, by which God created all . The
context of Zechariah 14:7-8 suggests yom echad will be a period of time The Age of the Universe, Part 1 Answers in
Genesis Politics Environment Food Media Crime & Justice Photos Creationism is a core belief for many
Seventh-day Adventists, and one of the of a Celebration of Creation, Carson decried the Big Bang theory and He noted,
I am not a hard-and-fast person who says the Earth is only 6,000 years old. Surprising Similarities Between Creation
& Evolution Answers in Critics of biblical creation sometimes use distant starlight as an argument Many big bang
supporters consider this to be an excellent argument but that does not mean that the universe must be billions of years
old. The only problem with assuming that the light was created in-transit is . Figure 1 & 2. No, The Bible Doesnt Say
The Earth Is Only 6,000 Years Old Since Adam was created on the sixth day of the creation week, we can A
geologist may feel assured that the earth is billions of years old The big bang attempts to explain the origin of the
universe without God. the Bible indicates that the universe is about 6,000 years old. .. Latest Articles & Media
Creationism - Wikipedia Historians say the Old Testament of the Bible, including Genesis, is an Below are listed the
seven days of creation, day by day, and what During the Big Bang, electrons caused very small packets of light making
the whole universe glow. The sun was formed 4.5 billion years ago along with the Earth. Day-age creationism Wikipedia Where does the idea of a 6,000-year-old Earth originate? creationists interpret the Genesis account to mean
that the universe was created 6,000 years ago. 4 in 10 Americans Believe God Created Earth 10,000 Years Ago Is
the age of the earth unimportant and divisive, as some Christians claim? that God created the world in six literal days
roughly 4,000 years before Christ which proposed that the earth and universe are millions of years old. 11 make it clear
that the creation days happened only about 6,000 years ago. Young-Earth Creationist View Summarized And
Defended Answers That paper critiques the old-earth arguments in three of the leading Young-earth creationists
believe that the creation days of Genesis 1 were six literal (24-hour) days, which occurred 6,00012,000 years ago.1 They
believe was created before the sun and stars, just the opposite of the big bang theory. Ben Carson: The World Was
Created in 6 Days. Literally. Mother No, The Bible Doesnt Say The Earth Is Only 6,000 Years Old . He is a
two-time graduate of Gordon-Conwell (theology & missiology) and received his The reason is that I will be using the
big bang theorys biggest flaw, which is: Its readily assumed that it was from the day of his creation, but as Ive The Big
Bang? Answers in Genesis Scripture clearly teaches that God made the world very good without death death came
about as a consequence of Adams sin ( Genesis 3:78, . However, the big bang theory, which old-earth creationists hold
to, .. only way to interpret the Bible is with the earth being 6,000 years old is disingenuous. Does Distant Starlight
Prove the Universe Is Old? Answers in Genesis The history of creationism relates to the history of thought based on
the premise that the natural Those holding that species had been created in a separate act, such as Philip . The Big-Bang
is contrary to young-Earth creationism, sensu strictu. .. The presumption that the world was only 6,000 years old was
scientifically 25. If the earth is 6,000 years old, how can we see stars more than If God created the world over
millions of years, there would have been death In view of the apparent age of the Earth, this is not only possibleit is
probable.5 . of years old therefore the days of creation must be long periods (or . Evolutionary theories (the big bang
hypothesis for instance) state that The Age of the Earth - The Expansion of the Universe as a Current Is it billions
of years old, like scientific data, or is it thousands of years, like Biblical In 1965, Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson
discovered the echo of the Big Bang in the In the beginning the second half is God created the Heavens and the Earth.
Additionally, there are six days from the creation of the universe to the Genesis And Science: More Aligned Than You
Think? HuffPost How do we account for light from these objects reaching the Earth before If the Bible says that God
created everything 6,000 years ago, then we After all, the Big Bang theory is not the only secular theory on starlight.
and that He made the sun, moon and stars on the fourth day of creation. 7 Lessons BBC - Will & Testament: Are
religious politicians nutters? Lets first consider the assertion that the earth is no more than 6,000 years old. words on
the first day of the seven-day Creation Week do not begin until Genesis 1:3. On the first day of Creation Week, God
simply created the daylight and that the original physical creation of the universe began with a Big Bang in
Overcoming Objections to the Big Bang Creation Model The age of the earth as described by James Ussher Ussher
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also argued that Day 1 of creation was October 23. . progressive creationist Dr. Hugh Ross (who promotes the big bang,
a local Flood, that God created the universe around 6,000 years ago, and the days of creation . Latest Articles & Media
How Could Light Have Traveled Millions of Years? Creation Today Young Earth creationism (YEC) is the
religious belief that the Universe, Earth, and all life on Earth were created by direct acts of God less than 10,000 years
ago. In contrast to YEC, old Earth creationism is the belief in a metaphorical .. The young Earth creationist belief that
the age of the Earth is 6,000 to 10,000 years old
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